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Introduction

What is Cognito?

Cognito Learning is an AI powered learning application enabling knowledge retention
through personalised ‘learning reinforcement’. It’s highly flexible, engaging and delivers
proven improvements in workforce capability. It is simple to implement and maintain and
has a wide range of business use cases as well as promoting an organisational culture of
learning.

Why it works

Cognito’s foundational strength is engineered around three fundamental principles:

1) Applying proven scientific methods of knowledge retention and learning reinforcement

The underpinning science is well documented. Over a hundred years ago, the Ebbinghaus
forgetting curve demonstrated that retention of new knowledge drops off steeply soon after
training. Cognito significantly flattens this curve using 'spaced repetition' – repeating the
learned information with regular ‘micro-learning’ interventions which is scientifically proven
to increase knowledge retention. Cognito makes this learning reinforcement process simple
to consume and absorb for a learner and to manage and maintain for an organisation .

2) Promoting strong learner adoption and engagement through a flexible and simple
solution incorporating personalization and gamification.

Daily ‘micro-interventions’ (via email or dedicated mobile app) makes learning more flexible
and unobtrusive – typically less than two minutes means it easily fits into a daily routine.
Cognito utilises clever Artificial Intelligence to ensure that gaps in knowledge are quickly
identified and that each learner’s journey is personalised. This ensures that questions are
targeted, and knowledge is reinforced and retained long-term. Gamification strategies
include answer ‘streaks’, awards and fun leaderboards.

3) Delivering powerful analytic management information for data-driven decision-making
and audit-trail for the business.

The powerful ‘Intelligence dashboard’ allows organisations to review ‘real-time’ knowledge
levels as well as identifying skills gaps. The intuitive dashboard’s flexibility allows analytical
views from an organisation, department/team and an individual level. The rich analytics
creates opportunities for reviewing learning activities and outcomes as well as promoting
evidence to support informed decision-making. Lastly, the portal affords the opportunity to
review knowledge movements per month, as well as providing audit information from
business compliance through to trend analysis – all at your fingertips.



Cognito Overview

The Learner Experience

The Cognito application is focussed on promoting strong user engagement. Therefore, it
uses positive psychology to drive desired behaviours and personal ownership of the learning.

Firstly, it is incredibly intuitive and flexible with learners having the ability to use the system
via email or dedicated smartphone app and answer their questions at any time to fit their
routine. It is also highly personalised, only designated topics are delivered to the learner and
the clever AI ensures that the focus is on required areas of reinforcement rather than
randomised learning. Finally, the system uses gamification to promote engagement through
streaks (learner rewards for keeping on top of their learning) and visual representations to
track progress and position on fun anonymised leader boards.

How it works
• Learners receive daily micro-learning in the

form of questions on a number of topics
(defined by the organisation).

• Questions take less than 2 minutes and can
be completed anytime to fit into a learner's
daily routine.

• Questions are normally text-based but can
use image, audio or animation to optimise
the experience.

• Flexible delivery to any device as email or via
dedicated mobile App (iOS/Android).

• Knowledge gaps are quickly identified, and
learning is then targeted to ensure focus on
delivering improvements and reinforcement.

• The Artificial Intelligence and ‘Machine-
learning’ personalises the learning journey to
the needs of each individual learner.

• Cognito quickly embeds a fun and engaging
learning culture into your organisation.

• Anonymised leader boards deliver updates and
progress each day.

• Mastered topics are periodically re-tested to
secure retention.



Cognito Overview

The Organisational Experience
The Cognito system is simple to implement but equipped with a powerful ‘Intelligence
dashboard’ that provides real-time analytics. This assists managers with visibility of
performance levels, KPI’s, trends and gap analysis as well as evidence-based information for
audit and decision making.

Powerful data analytics
• Set organisational KPI’s in the system and the

traffic light system provides immediate visual
assessment of current capabilities.

• Assess analytics and leader boards at either
an individual level or at a departmental level.

• Review all question topics in operational use.
• Analyse organisational learner engagement

levels and average time to answer.
• Review enterprise capability at topic or even

at a specific question level.
• Assess key business gaps in knowledge.
• Review key trends and changes over time.
• Real-time information and data evidence.

Business Benefits
• Delivers learning evidence and improvements

to existing KPI’s (Measurable ROI).
• Proven results driven through fun, engagement

and healthy competition - including improving
CSAT and ESAT scores, NPS and sales personnel
performances.

• Evidence based reporting – critically important
when compliance and regulatory activities can
require company-wide audit trails.

• Time efficient, flexible and highly adaptable.
• Reduce re-training spend with evidence-based

assessment of existing competency levels.
• Contributes to a culture of learning
• Integration with other business systems using

API’s and Single-sign-on (SSO).



Other Information

Content creation

Question content can be quickly and easily created and refreshed. Customers have the option
to utilise Cognito’s generic content or create their own tailored content. The simplicity and
agility of creating and managing organisational specific content (which is perfect for situations
where product features, business applications or policy documentation is customer specific) is
a real differentiator and contributes to making the learner experience relevant and engaging.
Cognito also has an in-house content creation team providing question curation services for
those customers who would require assistance.

Business use-cases

Cognito provides opportunities to create quick, targeted and organisational specific solutions
in many business scenarios – a selection of which are highlighted below:

✓ Regulatory, Risk and Compliance – Mitigate risks of employee error and non-compliance.

✓ Formal Learning support – Reinforce employee training to increase knowledge retention.

✓ Customer Service (CSAT) – Improve business efficiencies / Enhance customer experience.

✓ Sales & Product Knowledge – Enhance confidence and capability to increase conversion.

✓ Promoting a culture  of learning – Improve engagement and a socialised learning.

✓ Assessment and Gap analysis – Evaluate training spend with evidence-based analytics

✓ Speed to competency – Validate on-boarding and project activities via measurable KPI’s.

✓ Promoting team well-being – Assess team welfare inc. remote and mobile workforces.

✓ Mobile and remote learners – The challenge for learners with limited system/data access.

Additional Features
In addition to the personalised learning and knowledge reinforcement, the Cognito system has

the following features that can be utilised as part of any deployment.

✓ Broadcast tool – Deliver message broadcasts to employees and provide audit of delivery.

✓ Surveys – Employment engagement surveys, Well-being check-ins, Product feedback etc.

✓ E-learning – Cognito can be utilised as a standalone content deployment platform.

✓ IT Integration services – including API’s and Single-sign-on (SSO).
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